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Grassroots
The last fly-in of summer
THE SUN RISES EARLY only a couple of days distant from Labor Day.
Its warm rays bathe the dense tree line to the west of the runways in
a reddish hue signaling the coming of a quiet and peaceful day at a
remote grass airfield. But this day will be far from tranquil.
Here and there bright blue trash barrels provide contrast with
the greens and yellows of the land. Firewood is piled up waiting to
be torched into flame. Sawhorse barricades are set out marking the
parking area for cars. And, old aircraft tires, long past their
moment in the sun, lie on the ground marking the location of subsurface tie-down rings.
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The tires are painted bright white in
color distinguishing them from the droughtstarved amber landscape of the airport.
Since I painted all of them myself, I pause
for a moment to gaze upon my handiwork.
No whiter tires could mark the face of the
earth. They await the first arrivals of the day.
Every September here in the northern
vestiges of the Midwest there occurs a gathering, a joining of fellow aviators who come
for a brief but magical weekend of camaraderie and fellowship. Here at Brodhead,
Wisconsin EAA Chapter 431 hosts the
Midwest Antique Airplane Club (MAAC) for
its annual Grassroots Fly-In.
The schedule follows a predictable pattern. Thursday produces a smattering of
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early arrivals from all points of the compass.
Some are still in the area from the
Blakesburg Antique Airplane Association
Fly-In the weekend before. But for others,
Brodhead is a destination in and of itself as
they seek one last aeronautical fling before
inevitably hangaring their airplanes for the
winter. By Friday afternoon the bulk of the
aircraft have arrived as workweek blends
into weekend.
The aircraft campers arrive early so that
they can stake out their spots along the
western tree line. Afternoon shade is their
quest as they tie down their aircraft against
the dense woods. They pitch their tents so as
not to inhibit their ability to start their
engines and fly, and they line their chairs
under the wing to view the activity of the
field from comfortable serenity.
Airplane after airplane rolls by in search
of a favorite parking spot from years gone by.
Some are disappointed and park in the

infield between the runways only to begin
schlepping their camping equipment to the
shade of the trees.
Grassroots is an equal opportunity fly-in
with airplanes of all types showing up for
the event. Homebuilts, Beech 18s, warbirds,
and even the occasional spam can Cessna
172 settle on the wide, closely manicured
grass runway. Being a primarily antique airplane event, the majority of the flock hail
from yesteryear. The Piper Cub and Aeronca
Champ crowd make up the largest segment
of the field with a good showing of Wacos
and Stearmans thrown in to spice up the
fleet. An occasional Big Iron Stinson or
Howard will certainly grace the event with
the remainder made up mostly of Clippers,
Cruisers, and Cessna taildraggers.
With perhaps 250 airplanes in attendance, Chapter 431 earns much of its yearly
funding providing sustenance for the hungry
masses. Those with cars, or the burgeoning

RV group parked near the road, lumber off
to town for dining. But, the campers who
shun the mile and a half walk to Subway are
left with what the chapter has on the menu:
pancake breakfasts, Friday night fish boil,
and Saturday pork chops. Those educated in
the ways of Grassroots purchase pork chop
tickets early before the limited supply are all
gone. What is it about flying and pork chops
that make them almost inseparable at
Midwestern fly-ins?
We chapter members have to put in our
volunteer hours in the kitchen. Some hardly
leave the confines all weekend. I like to work
the lunch shift. We serve out the kitchen
window. My usual perch is at the cash box
taking orders. No one else seems to like cash
box duty, but I enjoy talking to the crowd.
Not to mention, I’m told I’m good at counting out change. Most seem surprised to see
me when they get to the front of the line.
Among the antique/classic community in
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the Midwest, I’m like Norm on Cheers—
everybody knows my name.
For those who might be considering a
visit in 2013, we serve the most elemental of
Wisconsin traditions, the bratwurst, most
every lunch. And, don’t forget to get your
T-shirt at the picnic pavilion. We print a
new one every year with an image of one of
the rare, one-of-a-kind aircraft that frequent the field.
Some fly-ins are like beauty contests.
Planes aren’t just parked, they’re displayed.
Proud owners stand close by accepting
praise. Judges prowl the arrayed contestants
looking for the slightest sour note in a symphony performance.
But at Grassroots, people are here to
socialize and fly. Aircraft are in constant
motion overhead, some flying in formation,
others hopping rides, more yet just enjoying
the day and the sky. The airport is a constant
beehive of activity with aircraft coming and
going to who knows where.
Lawn chairs line the main runway as
shutterbugs snap photos of the endless
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parade of aircraft. Landing handicappers
have plenty of activity as airplane after airplane settles onto the runway.
The arrival of Saturday morning brings a
host of daytrippers from Wisconsin and
nearby states. A carnival atmosphere
abounds with all the brightly colored airplanes parked wing to wing. In years past,
the 89 acres have become so jam-packed
with aircraft that attendance now must be
limited to MAAC members only. Never fear
though, memberships are gladly sold at the
picnic pavilion for those who accidentally
arrive without the proper credentials.
Most people spend their day roaming
around on random forays surveying the aircraft and talking to just about anyone
within earshot. It is clear that the airplanes
are only an excuse to share stories of events
long past.
For evening entertainment one can
choose between the activities of the northside people or the southsiders. Years of
protocol have long hardened the participants to their camps.

The northsiders use our club’s carefully
split wood to build a humongous bonfire
that lights the darkness long into the evening. The benches around the fire fill early,
leaving dozens more standing in the darkness, warming themselves by the distant
flames. Tall tales of aeronautical endeavor
are shared while people gaze upon the
embers; occasionally a story even sports a
grain of truth.
A demilitarized zone filled with blackness separates the northsiders from the
southsiders. To my knowledge hostilities
have never erupted. The south airport
people prefer an evening at the Grassroots
cinema, where they can be found arranging their chairs in front of the red
Pietenpol hangar. Soon darkness will bring
a film projected on the broad hangar door.
It doesn’t seem to matter much what’s
playing, just as long as it has some sort of
aeronautical theme. A kettle-style popcorn
maker on wheels merrily pops away, offering its bounty to all for a mere dollar
donation to the cause.
Eventually the movie credits roll and the
flames subside, signaling the end of a happy
day as one after another people shuffle off to
their tents and trailers for rest and to await
the coming of dawn.
Sunday morning offers a chapter
continental breakfast to accompany the
packing up of tents and belongings.
Aircraft are loaded, props spin, and one
engine after another belches smoke as it
fires up for the morning flight home.
Airplanes S-turn in one long serpentine
line across the grass, making their way to
runway’s end where, with a roar, one
airplane after another rolls down the grass
runway and climbs for the sun.
Too soon the last of the line throttles
up and puts air under its wheels, leaving
only the heavily tracked sod behind to
mark the passing of glorious weekend. As
the drone of aircraft engines disappears
off in the distance, the gathering quiet
leaves the airport as before: grass, trees,
hangars, and sky. EAA
Jeff Skiles, EAA 336120, is EAA vice president of chapters
and youth education and flies a 1935 Waco biplane.
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